Blowpipes
Established and indispensable in veterinary medicine for years, the blowpipe is a safe and simple
instrument for the narcotisation, medical treatment or vaccination of virtually all animals from close
quarters and medium distances. Whether in the veterinary practice, animal rescue, in animal
husbandry or zoos and smaller wildlife enclosures, TeleDart ® blowpipes guarantee particularly
gentle and virtually silent treatment and anaesthesia of animals. All TeleDart ® blowpipes are
manufactured from top-quality and high-grade aluminium. The smooth inner surface of the pipe
gives the blowpipe darts better acceleration than plastic or carbon pipes and optimises the
trajectory. The adjustable handgrip enables secure and comfortable holding of the blowpipe and
makes aiming easier. All TeleDart® blowpipes are fitted with the removable safety mouthpiece.
Unique in the world: The removable TeleDart® Safety Mouthpiece
The actual mouthpiece is simply removed while the blowpipe dart is inserted.
Benefits:
■ Hygiene: You can remove and disinfect the mouthpiece after use.
■ Safety: When using highly toxic drugs, the full blowpipe syringe does not come into contact with
the actual mouthpiece while being inserted in the blowpipe.
■ Multiple use: If several users are working with the blowpipe, each one can use his personal
mouthpiece since they can be purchased separately.
■ Swallowing safeguard: Prevents the dart of the blowpipe from being accidentally breathed in.

Blowpipe models
Model
Blowpipe B11 (Ø 11 mm, length 100 cm)
Extension BP11 (length 100 cm)

Range
8 to 10 m
to 15 m

Syringe volumes
1 to 3 ccs (ml)

The B11 blowpipe lets you shoot up to 3 ccs (ml) of a drug safely and humanely.
Indispensable for veterinarians, animal protection organisations and keepers of wildlife enclosures!
An extension can be used to extend the firing range of the B11.

Model
Range
Blowpipe B14 (length 150 cm), removable 10 to 12 m

Syringe volumes
5 ccs (ml)

The B14 blowpipe is especially popular for use in cattle farming as a drug volume of 5 ccs (ml) is
often necessary here. The B14 consists of two separate parts and is easily and quickly connected.
It has an overall length of 150 cm.

Model
Blowpipe B16 (Ø 16mm, length 100 cm)
Extension BP16 (length 100 cm)

Range
12 to 15 m
to 18 m

Syringe volumes
1 to 5 ccs (ml)

The universal blowpipe. The B16 consists of an aluminium precision pipe and is particularly
recommended for users who work with a full range of doses or at great distances. A special flight
stabiliser made of plastic (BST16) guides syringes of all sizes in this blowpipe
(1 to 5 ccs) and gives it additional impetus due to optimum guiding in the pipe. It is recommended
to The B16 can already reach distances up to 15 m without any extension, but can be
supplemented by an extension piece to extend the firing range.

Blowpipe complete sets
All TeleDart® blowpipes can also be ordered as economical complete sets and include the
following basic equipment: functonal blowpipe bag, cleaning device, blowpipe syringes, blowpipe
needles, training needles, as well as materials for filling and cleaning

